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In individuals of healthy weight, intranasal insulin can enhance
cognition and decision-making; these effects are dissociable from
insulin’s ability to regulate blood glucose. Furthermore, rising rates
of obesity and type II diabetes, diseases characterized by elevated
insulin and blunted insulin signaling, highlight the need to
understand insulin’s effects on neurophysiology [1]. However,
despite expression of insulin receptors throughout the brain, little
is known about its effects on neural function and resulting
behavior (see ref. [2] for review). For example, in humans and
rodents, actions of insulin in the brain decrease food intake, but
the mechanisms are undefined; the same is true for insulin’s
cognitive-enhancing properties, with or without obesity.
We found that in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) of healthy male

rats, insulin receptor activation increases presynaptic glutamate
release onto medium spiny neurons [3]. This was due to opioid
receptor-mediated disinhibition, suggesting that insulin enhances
endogenous opioid tone. Furthermore, insulin’s ability to enhance
glutamate release was absent in obesity which was associated
with reduced NAc insulin receptor expression. NAc activity is
central to many aspects of motivation and decision-making,
including urges to seek out and consume food. Indeed, insulin
within the NAc influences the formation of associations between
caloric value and taste [4], thereby influencing food choice and
preference. Furthermore, while intra-NAc insulin is sufficient to
reduce food intake and motivation for food, it does not alter
motivational responses to cues that predict food availability [5].
These dissociations may arise in part from complex effects of
insulin within the NAc.
In addition to effects on glutamate and opioids, insulin enhances

local NAc dopamine release by directly increasing cholinergic
interneuron firing, and can enhance dopamine transporter function
(Fig. 1; see ref. [2] for review). Thus, it’s tempting to speculate that
insulin may coordinate activity between NAc dopamine, glutamate,
and endogenous opioids, although direct studies are needed. In the
VTA, insulin reduced presynaptic glutamate release onto dopamine
neurons via a form of endocannabinoid-mediated LTD. In addition,
intra-VTA insulin did not alter motivation for sweet foods, but did
prevent the expression of food-induced CPP. In contrast to
presynaptic effects in NAc and VTA, studies of hippocampus find
postsynaptic effects of insulin on AMPA and NMDA receptor
trafficking and the induction of LTP. Furthermore, deficits in spatial
learning and memory are induced by knock down of hippocampal
insulin receptors.

There are a number of outstanding questions about insulin’s
role in the central nervous system (CNS). First, there is ongoing
debate over the source of insulin; recent data showing that the
choroid plexus produces and releases insulin into the CNS
challenge the traditional view that neural insulin is pancreatic in
origin [6]. Second, the physiological range of insulin concentration
in the CNS is unclear, particularly in overweight and obesity.
Finally, the loss of responsivity to insulin in the brain precedes
insulin resistance in peripheral tissues that characterizes Type II
Diabetes. Thus, much remains to be examined to gain an
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Fig. 1 Summary of effects of insulin receptor activation on
synaptic transmission within the nucleus accumbens (striatum)
and ventral tegmental area (VTA). 1) Insulin receptor activation
increases presynaptic glutamate release onto medium spiny
neurons. This is due to opioid receptor-mediated disinhibition. 2)
Insulin enhances the function of dopamine transporters (DAT) on
presynaptic dopamine terminals. 3) Insulin enhances local presy-
naptic dopamine (DA) release by increasing cholinergic interneuron
firing. 4) Insulin causes a form of endocannabinoid-mediated LTD,
reducing presynaptic glutamate release onto VTA dopamine
neurons. These effects of insulin are reduced or absent following
diet-induced obesity; this may be due in part to a reduction in
insulin receptor expression.
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understanding of the physiological role of insulin in the brain and
how this can be used to alter motivation and cognition.
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